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ABSTRACT 

 

The widespread of using non-standard language in several occasions influences the English speakers 

to use non-standard vocabularies in formal situation. In particular, code choice is taken by its domain. 

Formal situation usually uses standard language while informal situation uses non-standard language. 

This common situation does not appear in usage of  English nowadays. This phenomenon occurs in 

TED Talks utterances which used a few non-standard language in formal situation. This wrong “take-

place” insisted me to do an observation toward the tendency of non-standard  language than standard 

language. I take the data from Oprah Winfrey Show as the source of informal situation. Moreover , I 

take data from TED Talks as a public platform as the source of formal situation. 

This mini research is conducted to recognize set of familiar sentences in non-standard 

language and to find possible factors affected people employed non-standard language in particular 

occasion. In this case, I limit this research in stylistic lexical variation found in several talks of United 

States speakers. To obtain the result, research is drawn into two steps. Firstly, data is collected by 

using observational method with do the observation and note taking. Last step, data is analyzed by 

transcribing the utterances, categorizing the words, interpreting the factors behind, and completing 

with a conclusion. 

 Code choice of English speakers is not permanently consistent in their domain. The factors 

behind their stylistic lexical variation cannot guarantee their vocabulary choice. Formal and informal 

situation talks do not always employ their particular language. A widespread of non-standard 

language used in varied situations had forced the English speakers to get know and gradually enjoy to 

use it. In the end, the use of standard language in formal situation can also be messed up by non-

standard existence. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Language variation cannot be eluded as one of reality in language existence. Language continuously  

evolve and change. The arbitrariness of language reflects upon language variation. In this paper, I 

would discuss the tendency of people nowadays using non-standard language rather than standard 

language in particular occasion.People nowadays tend to express themselves by using  current 

language evolved in a society rather than the standard one. Their awareness about when they have to 

use standard language and when they may use non-standard language is gradually omitted. People 

have a less knowledge to build good sentences and how using it in appropriate occasion. In internet, 

the existence of non-standard language is extremely high. Slang and sort of informal words may 

appear in lots of sentences. When the situation is informal and the utterances involve intimate 

speakers, it is not a big deal. Hence, what if the speakers mostly use non-standard language in both 

formal and informal situations? This phenomenon actually happens in most of English speaking 

countries area. I have observed several talks and a public platform in investigating their stylistic 

lexical variation. I take the data from Oprah Winfrey Show as the source of informal situation talk. 

Moreover , I take data from TED Talks as a public platform as the source of formal situation. 

This mini research is conducted to recognize set of familiar sentences in non-standard 

language and to find possible factors affected people employed non standard language in particular 

occasion. In this case, I limit this research in stylistic lexical variation found in several talks of United 

States speakers. 
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METHOD 

 

To obtain the result, research is drawn into two steps. Firstly, data is collected by using observational 

method with do the observation and note taking. Last step, data is analyzed  by transcribing the 

utterances, categorizing the words, interpreting the factors behind, and completing with a conclusion. 

 For review of  related studies, I take two journals which explains the vast usage of non-

standard than standard language. First journal is a thesis written by Dorothea Evelyn Hüttinger 

entitled “Attitudes Toward Standard and Non-Standard Dialects in Linguistically Stigmatized and 

Linguistically Prestigious Regions in The United States and Germany”  from University of South 

Carolina. This thesis investigates how speakers living in linguistically stigmatized and linguistically 

prestigious regions in the United States and Germany view standard and non-standard. 

Comprehending the ways in which attitudes toward standard and non-standard dialects influence 

speakers’ daily interactions with other members of society. Remarkably, participants are not 

convinced that the standard is fundamentally better and more valuable hence they are more 

confidence to talk using non-standard. The second journal is “The Pervasiveness of Slang in Standard 

and Non-Standard English” written by Elisa Mattielo. Purpose of this journal are to highlight the 

pervasiveness of English slang across speech, and to show it’s originality of forms and meanings. 

Then, this journal is compiled to provide some contexts in which English slang is used, and to focus 

on pragmatic purposes. In the end,this journal is compiled to encourage the teaching of slang in 

academic settings as stimulating  motivations for student’s learning.  Thus, these papers show us pro-

contrast of preference using non-standard and standard language.  

 Standard language as a highly ultimate language for speakers had passed through these 

following processes : 

a. Selection 

Trudgill (1983) stated that “Particular variety of language must have been selected as the one 

to be developed into a standard language” (p.33). 

b. Codification 

Such academy must have written dictionaries and grammar books to ‘fix’ the variety for the 

guidance of speakers. 

c. Elaboration of function 

A language must be possible to use in varied functions and situations. It is insisted that extra 

linguistic item is required to develop new conventions for using existing forms. 

d. Acceptance  

 In the end, Trudgill (1983) convinced that “The variety has to be accepted by the 

relevant population as the variety of the community- usually in fact, as the national language” 

( p.33). 

 Holmes also enhanced “Certain social factors-who are you talking to, the social 

context of the talk, the function and topic of the discussion- turn out to be important in 

accounting for language choice in many different kinds of speech community” (1995, p.23). 

In other words, the choice of code used in talks or utterances might be based on the 

participants involved and also the function and topic discussion. Furthermore, sociolinguistics 

also defines it as stylistic lexical variation. Parker (2014) stated that “One rather obvious 

stylistic dimensions that speakers vary from one situation to another is vocabulary” ( p.204) 

 

ANALYSIS  

 

After obtaining the data, I attempt to categorize the words into standard and non-standard language. 

Since this mini research limits a huge discussion and complete explanation, I limit the scope into non-

standard words list as shown in the following tables : 

 

a. Oprah Winfrey Show – Smith Family,episode 360 

No Word Categorization Meaning 

1 opal slang a gorgeous, talented, and adorable 

peson 
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2 kajillion slang a very large number 

3 blockbuster informal a book or film that is very 

successful  

4 GG slang  contraction of “good game” 

5 perilous informal Extremely dangerous 

6 cool informal very good, excellent 

7 gonna informal contraction of “going to” 

8 pep informal energy 

 

b. TED Talks, episode “Hack Banana, Make a Keyboard”  

No Word Categorization Meaning 

1 legit informal contraction of “legitimate” 

2 smush slang the act of having sex 

3 drum slang house, place of residence. 

 

c. TED Talks, episode “3 Ways to Speak English” 

No Word Categorization Meaning 

1 kinda not standard contraction of  “kind of” 

2 yo slang interjection; hello 

3 neva not standard  non-standard of “never”  

4 what’s good slang interrogative; hello, how are you? 

5 whatagwan slang contraction of “what is going on?” 

 

Three talks above are extremely different in situation. Oprah Winfrey Show is situated as 

informal while TED Talk videos is situated as formal talk. They are different in stylistic lexical 

variation. Both formal and informal are certainly build different vocabularies onto their talks. Their 

chosen vocabulary could be called as variety or code choice. Holmes (1995) defines that domain is 

clearly a very general concept which draws on three important social factors in code choice- 

participants, setting, and topic. In other words, the differences of speaker’s lexical choice is certainly 

based on the domain. As this mini research restricted to elaborate a large discussion, I limit the 

discussion on how the speakers on both talks choose their codes based on the domain exists.  

First talk describes an informal situation talk. This talk happened in Oprah Winfrey Show, US 

famous talk show. The participants were Oprah Winfrey as interviewer and Will Smith family as the 

interviewees.  Will Smith attended the talk show with his wife, his two sons, and his daughter. 

Further, they talked about the success of Will Smith family as the most talented family artist. The 

situation is more informal as they discuss about the principle of Smith’s family, how the parents raise 

a young talented children, how they give freedom for a little kids entering entertainment life, and also 

the secret building a happy family. The chosen topic that they were discussing, the participants get 

involved, and also the setting where the talk took place insist the participants to prefer informal code. 

Informal code is shown by the usage of slang and informal words in their talk. Slang and informal 

words is definitely belong to non-standard language. They are not strictly follow the standard rules. A 

word gonna is the abbreviation of going to in standard form while GG is abbreviation of good game. 

Afterward, there is blockbuster which means a successful movie, perilous means extremely 

dangerous, cool means very good, and a word pep means energy. In the end, some terminologies build 

by American English speakers like opal (‘adorable person’) and kajillion (‘a very large number’) 

which are not familiar with current English speakers in other countries.  

Second talk is a monologue of Jay Silver in TED Talks entitled “Hack Banana, Make a 

Keyboard”. For your information, TED Talk is a public speaking platform for the outstanding 

speakers in United States. The participants from other countries may get involve since they have 

fascinating and marvelous talks to be shared. This public speaking platform is settled as formal 

speaking. The speakers may convey their talks around 15 minutes before the audiences who are 

mostly educated people. A formal public speaking cannot also guarantee their consistency in using 

standard language. Jay Silver used a good American English with a sophisticated vocabularies. He 

could deliver the speech well and make the audience laugh with their amused words. His persistence 
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using standard language fell down when he used a few slang and informal words to insist his speech. 

In this case, I found three words in non-standard language; legit as the shortening of legitimate, smush 

as slang for the act of having sex, and drum as slang for house. Before we decide the code chosen for 

this talk, let us describe the domain exists in this talk. This talk entails one speaker, Jay Silver. Then, 

this talk takes place in TED Talks forum in United States of America which easily browsed in 

YouTube. The topic of this talk is about current innovation for keyboard. By observing the domain, 

we are definitely believe this talk is set in formal situation. This statement is not absolutely wrong but 

the way speaker conveyed his talk had tempted him to use some informal and slang words. His 

stylistic lexical variation had changed by amusing atmosphere he build.  

Last talk is a monologue of  Jamila Lyiscott entitled “3 Ways to Speak English” in TED Talks. 

Lyiscott revealed three ways that she applied in speaking English. She called her language as “the 

articulate” that she could speak English in three ways hence in three domains. She insisted that using 

broken English was definitely correct as language is always changing. She uses some slang and non 

standard words like ; kinda as the contraction of kind of, yo as an interjection to say hello, neva as 

non-standard of never, what’s good as the interrogative to say ”hello, how are you?, and also 

whatagwan which is the contraction of “what is going on?”. Related to domain of language choice 

proposed by Holmes, Lyiscott used non-standard language in her speaking since she was an Afro-

American who lived in black English livelihood and the topic that she uttered had prompted her to 

speak freely by using her own style. To sum up, using non-standard language is definitely enjoyable, 

sounds great, look more up to date and shows how young the speakers are. These following reasons 

could be possible factor in using non-standard language. 

 

 

CONCLUSION   

 Code choice of English speakers is not permanently consistent in their domain. The factors 

behind their stylistic lexical variation cannot guarantee their vocabulary choice. Formal and informal 

situation talks do not always employ their particular language. A widespread of non-standard 

language used in varied situations had forced the English speakers to get know and gradually enjoy 

use it. In the end, the use of standard language in formal situation can also be messed up by non-

standard existence. 
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